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September 11, 2001
“Two airplanes have crashed into the World Trade Center in an apparent terrorist attack on our country.”
-President George W. Bush, 9:30 A.M. EDT from Sarasota, Florida

“September 27, 2001 -- Many scientists who study risk would
remind us that the chances of a terrorist attack are extraordinarily
small. They would argue that in figuring out how to respond to terrorism, that we should be rational and compare it against the risks that
are more likely and invest our resources where they’ll do the most
good. They might point out that heart disease will kill 120 times more
Americans this year than died in the worst terrorist attack in history.
Such talk is nonsense. Risk is a matter of emotion, not just a
fact. Yes, we can and should do everything that makes us physically
safe, but we must also recognize the risk that terrorism poses to our
psyches, to our general sense of well-being and what that damage does
to the way we live our lives. Right now we run the very real risk that it
will take too long to laugh again.... We feel in a daze because the attack
destroyed more than lives and buildings. It took away our right to feel
any positive emotion.”
-David Ropeik, Director of the Harvard Center for Risk Analysis

“When Princeton University was looking for meaningful ways to assist
in New York’s recovery and renewal following the tragic events of September
11, we created Arts Alive! This program provided cultural experiences in New
York City for more than 10,000 schoolchildren in communities that had been
especially affected, with our own students offering workshops for the schoolchildren and sharing these life-shaping cultural experiences with them.
The program turned out to be a great success, but only because we
chose just the right partner. HAI not only identified the schools, obtained the
tickets, and made the arrangements, but provided training, guidance, support
and inspiration to the hundreds of Princeton students who ended up participating. The thousands of schoolchildren, hundreds of Princeton students, and
array of cultural institutions who benefited from this program owe HAI
enormous thanks for the skill, sensitivity, resourcefulness and determination
that turned a promising idea into a reality whose impact will be felt for many
years and in many lives.”
-Bob Durkee, Vice President for Public Affairs, Princeton University

News from PRINCETON UNIVERSITY, December 11, 2001

Princeton announces four programs to help meet New York City-area
needs resulting from terrorist attacks of September 11
Princeton, N.J. — Princeton University has committed a total of $1 million to four programs that it is creating to assist individuals, especially
young people, most directly affected by the September 11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center and to help support New York City’s renewal
and recovery from those attacks. The four programs are designed to:
•

provide live arts and cultural experiences, along with complementary educational programs, in the spring of 2002 for up to 10,000 New
York City-area schoolchildren at theaters, concert halls, art galleries and museums in New York City. (The total commitment to this program
will be roughly $500,000.);

•

provide $250,000 in scholarship support for students at New York’s John Jay College of Criminal Justice, which lost more than 100 students
and alumni (firefighters and police officers) as a result of the September 11 attacks;

•

provide week-long programs next summer on the Princeton campus or at the Princeton-Blairstown (N.J.) Center for children who lost
parents in the attacks of September 11; and

•

provide funds to support faculty and staff who are able to contribute special expertise to New York’s renewal, rebuilding and recovery, and
to support graduate student dissertation research and undergraduate senior thesis research related to the attacks.

In announcing the programs, President Shirley M. Tilghman said: “Over the past three months, we have been encouraged by
students, faculty, staff members, alumni and trustees to find ways in which Princeton University could help meet pressing
needs resulting from the terrorist attacks of September 11. These conversations suggested several guidelines: First, given
Princeton’s proximity to New York, we ought to focus on needs resulting from the attacks on the World Trade Center. Second, given Princeton’s mission, we ought to develop programs that involve teaching and research, and especially programs
that help meet the needs of schoolchildren and students. Third, given the desire of so many members of the Princeton University community to help, we should draw as much as possible on their various talents and interests. And fourth, without
trying to do more things than we can do well, we should try to identify and help meet a range of needs rather than concentrate all of our resources in one single area. The result of these conversations is the four programs we are announcing today.”

Arts Alive!
THE GOALS OF ARTS ALIVE!
Embracing HAI’s mission of Hope and Inspiration through the Arts, Arts Alive! targeted New
SCHOOL PARTICIPATION
York City youths from schools and districts most affected by the September 11th attacks. Between JanuLocation
# of Participating Schools
ary and June 2002, Arts Alive! arranged for more than 10,500 New York City schoolchildren to attend
Manhattan
32
cultural events with classmates, parents and teachers. Arts Alive! engaged children who had lost a family
Queens
25
member, children from schools with a direct view of the WTC, children from schools in lower Manhattan
Staten Island
13
forced to relocate, children in schools that absorbed relocated students, and children from schools in the
Brooklyn
7
lower Manhattan and New Jersey areas.
New Jersey
4
Princeton University hoped to foster a support network for these children by encouraging a sense
Bronx
1
of community between schoolchildren and their families and teachers and between Princeton students
TOTAL
82
and the city’s schoolchildren. To produce Arts Alive!, Princeton University partnered with Hospital
Audiences, Inc., a non-profit organization founded in 1969 that provides vulnerable New Yorkers access
Impact Category
# of Participating Schools
to live arts experiences. Arts Alive! arranged for groups of students to attend museums and performances
Lost Family
44
with their parents and teachers. In adDirect View of WTC
17
dition, Princeton students conducted
TICKET PURCHASES
Lower
Manhattan
9
educational workshops within schools
Ground Zero School
7
Event Category
# of Tickets
to enrich the experience.
Host
School
5
(for students, teachers, parents, and volunteers)
Princeton University, through
Broadway Musicals
5,849
Arts Alive!, also sought to address the
Broadway Dramas
883
economic downturn affecting New York City cultural organizations caused by falling attendance
Other performances
3,300
following the September attacks. Through ticket purchases for NYC children, Arts Alive! helped
Museums
658
to temporarily sustain the city’s arts and cultural community.
TOTAL
10,690
Event Category
Broadway Musicals
Broadway Dramas
Dance
Opera/Chorale/
Philharmonic
Miscellaneous
Museums
TOTAL

# of Trips
114
21
18
16
15
13
197

PRINCETON VOLUNTEERS
Class Year
# of Volunteers
Class of 2002
56
Class of 2003
33
Class of 2004
75
Class of 2005
35
TOTAL
*199
*39 of these volunteers performed workshops in
addition to attending an event.

WORKSHOPS
Impact Category
Lost Family
Direct View of WTC
Lower Manhattan
Host School
Ground Zero School
TOTAL

Workshops
24
3
2
2
1
32

ARTS ALIVE! EVENTS
Beauty and the Beast
AIDA
Porgy and Bess
Carmen
American Ballet Theater
Museum of the Moving Image
NY Philharmonic
Jazz for Young People
NYC Ballet
Tosca
42nd Street
Brooklyn Museum of Art
Thoroughly Modern Millie
American Museum of Natural History
Ringling Bros. & Barnum and Bailey Circus
Streb Go!
Complete Works of William Shakespeare
Companie Kafig
Mary J. Blige Concert
The Rose Center for Earth and Space
Ballet Tech
Trinity Irish Dance
Urban Tap
Les Miserables
Phantom of the Opera
The Crucible
Lion King
Metamorphoses
Proof
Chicago
Mornings at Seven
Sesame Street Live!
Rome and Jewels
STOMP
National Chorale
Blue Man Group
The Elephant Man
Oklahoma
Museum of Modern Art
Madama Butterfly
Museum of African Art
Into the Woods

“I can only begin to explain what
your and HAI’s generosity has given
the students and some of the adults
who serve them -- a chance to escape
the day to day reminders of 9/11.
You and HAI have given us a chance
to exist outside of our personal
tragedies, even if only for a few
hours, and look at how our lives were
before the phrase “Ground Zero”
was a description of our financial
district, where our school is located.”
-R. Matos, Teacher at Murry
Bergstraum H.S. Manhattan

Children experiment with interactive digital displays at the dinosaur exhibit at the
American Museum of Natural History.

“The Arts Alive experience has been a highlight of our school this year.”
- John Cassese, Teacher at I.S. 51 Staten Island
“Your organization has surfaced at a time that is most opportune and fortunate for our
families. They are still suffering from the effects of the September attacks, seen dramatically and most shockingly from their classroom windows. Our school is on one of the
streets that was used as a main thoroughfare to keep the victims, covered with soot and
debris, walking north in a state of confusion and disarray. Our staff has directed much
time and energy since then to provide our children and their families with the support
they need. We try to remind them of
the good things in life and they still
have much to look forward to.... You
have helped in an invaluable way to
reinforce our efforts and to brighten
their (and our!) lives.”
-Stewart Weiner, Assistant Principal
of P.S. 20 Manhattan
P.S. 150 students taking their seats in the audience of Sesame Street Live!

“The programs provided by HAI and Princeton University
are just what our community needed... Our neighborhood
has gone through and continues to face many traumatic
changes. The return to our home school has forced us to
face a new set of challenges. Our school is one of a kind
and our community is solid. We are rebuilding our
neighborhood; at the same time we are regrouping our
families and ourselves one step at a time. The support
from your organization will help us meet our challenges.”
-Ann De Falco, Parent from P.S. 234 Manhattan

Two girls eagerly await entering the Rose Center Planetarium (above) as
Rhonda McLean-Nur prepares volunteers and students for the show (below).

“It was precisely those
children who often present the most
challenges who were captured by this magical
experience.”
-Raymond Rodriguez, Teacher at P.S. 11 Manhattan

ARTS ALIVE! IN ACTION
Findings on the impact of 9/11 within the NYC school system:
In early January 2002, HAI contacted the New York City Board of Education for assistance in identifying the schools and districts most affected by the
September 11th attacks. Schools closest to Ground Zero experienced a great deal
of trauma on the day of the attacks and as a result of their relocation afterwards.
Schools in districts 31, 27 and 25, comprising Staten Island, Ozone Park, South
Ozone Park, The Rockaways, Flushing, Broad Channel and Richmond Hill,
contained a particularly high percentage of students who had lost family or
friends. These communities have a high number of firefighters, police officers
and emergency medical technicians.
Categorization of schools most affected by 9/11:
HAI targeted schools that fell into at least one of five categories: (1)
schools with at least one student who lost a family member; (2) schools that had a
direct view of the World Trade Center and the attack; (3) schools located in lower
Manhattan; (4) host schools for relocated students; and (5) schools located within
the Ground Zero perimeter.
Outreach to schools:
After creating a roster of possible candidates, HAI designed a questionnaire for schools that would help to determine the types of events they would
enjoy, best times to participate, designated school contact information and
information about the level of impact experienced by each school. From these
responses, HAI put together a list of participating schools and sent frequent
updates about ticket events and other program information.
Outreach to volunteers:
The Princeton Class of 2004 Logistics Board coordinated recruitment
efforts of student volunteers on campus. Through posters and a website, students
learned about the program and were able to sign up for events and workshops.
The Workshops and Arts Coordination Board guided workshop development.

ADMINISTRATION
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Management
Karen Woodbridge, Community and State Affairs
Bob Durkee, Vice President for Public Affairs
Class of 2004 Logistics Board
Maureen Monagle, Project Leader
Allison Ball, Assignment Director
Erica Shein, Volunteer Director
Matthew Stack, Technical Director
Laura Winn, Logistics Director
Catherine Lafarge, Chronicler
Workshops and Arts Coordination Board
Kate Schlesinger, Project Leader
Caroline Barnard, Theater Specialist
Louise Lamphere, Arts / Exhibits Specialist
Andrew Luse, Music Specialist
Bridget Nolan, Dance Specialist
Michael Ritter, Events Coordinator
HOSPITAL AUDIENCES, INC.
Michael Jon Spencer, Founder/Executive Director, HAI
Jane Kleinsinger, Director of Operations
Patty Reitkopf, Program Director
Rhonda McLean-Nur, Program Coordinator/Trainer
Jordan Katz, Bookings Coordinator
Laura Tichler, Workshop Coordinator/Trainer
Carolyn Feidel, Princeton Student Liaison
Max Daniels, Cultural Events Director
Ulrike Fenninger, Ticket Acquisition
Rachel Schulman, Volunteers Coordinator
Tricia Hennessey, Museum Coordinator
Eddie Miranda, School Outreach

EVENTS PROGRAM
Cultural Discovery; Self-Discovery
Schoolchildren attended events ranging from Broadway shows
such as 42nd Street to exhibits such as Star Wars at the Brooklyn Museum of Art. In order to meet the needs of New York City schools, Arts
Alive! offered opportunities to attend Wednesday matinees, weekday
evening and weekend performances, and morning museum tours. The
flexibility of Arts Alive! allowed schools to tailor their participation to
suit their interests by providing tickets to many artistic genres -- ballet,
opera, theater, musicals, concerts and museum exhibits.
At all events, an HAI volunteer met the group outside the
location and distributed tickets. Wherever possible, Princeton student
volunteers became part of the group, interacting with the schoolchildren at performances before the show and during intermission. At
exhibits, Princeton volunteers often guided students from display to
display, encouraging learning and enhancing the overall experience.
“My daughter, Rene Hannafin, lost her husband, Tom Hannafin,
a NYC firefighter, on September 11. There are very few things
that she has to look forward to since that day. But she was
excited about receiving these tickets to the Lion King, because
both she and her husband loved the theater.... If your
organization’s intentions are to bring joy and awareness of good
things in a sometimes cruel world, through the magic of the stage
and all its counterparts, then you have achieved your goal.”
-Monica Crowly
“This was my first experience going to see a Broadway play. When I
came home that night I could not stop talking about the excitement I felt.”
-Matthew Ultsh, Student at P.S. 47 Queens

The excitement of arriving at Sesame Street Live!

“I have been very hesitant to come to the city... [going to Into
the Woods] did break the barrier with a specific thing to go to -- I
felt that there was somebody meeting us there which I felt was a
nice thing, and I felt pretty good about being in midtown as
opposed to downtown.”
-Maureen Tieri, Wife of 9/11 victim, Mother of two in NJ school system

School Participation by Impact Category
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I want to extend my sincere thanks to you for the tickets we received
for ‘The Crucible’. This has been a wonderful opportunity for my
students to experience live theater, and to see literature come to life.
P.S. 47 is a school located in the Rockaway section of Queens. The
repercussions of the September 11 tragedy are still being felt. We
hope that the arts can continue to inspire healing among us all.”
-Kathy Ruggiero, Teacher at P.S. 47 Queens

Robert Wagner Middle School
220 East 76th Street
New York, New York 10021
Hospital Audiences Inc.,
548 Broadway, 3rd floor
New York, New York 10012
May 20, 2002
Dear Hospital Audiences Inc.,
On behalf of myself and my students, I would like to
thank HAI for the tickets you donated to our school for the
Young Peoples Concert with Wynton Marsalis at Avery
Fisher Hall this past Saturday. I brought 12 sixth grade
students with me. They are all budding musicians, just
completing their first year of studies at our school. Seeing
and hearing professional musicians playing the instruments
they themselves are learning was a great inspiration for
them. Needless to say, they were quite enthusiastic after the
show, and many of them thought it was the best concert they
had ever been to. Several students couldn’t wait to get home
to practice their instruments.

I.S. 370 behind the scenes with members of Blue Man Group.

School Participation by Location
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We are grateful to your organization and Princeton University for your commitment to the public school children of
New York City and for your support of the arts.
(2
5)

With warmth,
Francine Vogel
Band Director, Robert Wagner Middle School

WORKSHOP PROGRAM
Inventiveness, Creativity and Fun!
Workshops were an essential component of Arts Alive, providing interactive
educational experiences to the New York City schoolchildren who attended
live events. Each workshop enhanced the students’ experience of a cultural
event by exploring a particular artistic discipline (theater, dance, music,
opera, the visual arts) and by relating the content of a play or exhibit to the
students’ lives.
“The workshop presented to our children by the Princeton students
on March 15, 2002 was very effective as a precursor to their trip to the
opera. Because it was so well prepared, organized, and presented, the
children knew what to expect and had
a much better insight into the concept
of operatic performances. There is no
question that because of this workshop, the children enjoyed the performance of “Carmen” much more than
they would have otherwise.
I cannot say enough about the
Princeton students who did the
presentation. They were personable,
receptive to the children’s questions,
and understanding of their lack of
knowledge.
The Princeton students were
terrific in providing activities that
were precisely at the right level of
understanding. Our children
‘bonded’ with them immediately.”
-Stewart Weiner, Assistant Principal
of P.S. 20 Manhattan

Princeton student workshop leader Lauren Turner discusses Into the Woods as a group of
Murry Bergtraum High School seniors develop a modern-day fairy tale.

“When the kids came in, we had no idea what to
expect - would they talk back to us, refuse to
participate, throw things, what? We WANTED
them to laugh at us, since we were dressed in,
respectively, a bonnet and shawl and a funny hat
and coat, and asking them to introduce themselves
with Goodman So-and-so or Goody So-and-so, but
would they? As it turns out, they were a great
group to work with -- a little quiet in the beginning
(as all groups are), but they loosened up pretty
quickly and seemed to like being there and having
a good time.... I think the interactive workshop
format, with a new, fresh, young, excited ‘teacher’
really makes the kids sit up and listen, makes them
want to show respect and be respected.”
-Melissa Galvez,‘05, Workshop Leader,
The Crucible

WORKSHOP CURRICULUM
One team of Princeton students, leading a post-event workshop for
junior high school students based on The Crucible, used games addressing
the themes of individualism and scapegoating to deepen the students’
understanding of the play. Another set of leaders, directing a pre-event
workshop based on Beauty and the Beast, taught elementary schoolchildren the show-stopping song “Be Our Guest.” Preparing students to see
the French opera, Carmen, workshop leaders encouraged children to
interpret action, body language and expressions rather than relying on
words to understand the plot. Quietly passing classic Rogers and
Hammerstein lyrics along the line, students playing “Telephone” were in
hysterics to hear how phrases, such as, “Chicks and ducks and geese
better scurry/ When I take you out in my surrey,” were transformed from
person to person. In a post-event workshop based on the Broadway show
Aida, Princeton students taught the class how to spell out “I love New
York” in hieroglyphic characters.
While many workshops focused on themes directly extracted from
the production students attended, some Princeton students also chose to
focus on broader topics of performance by teaching students about the
meaning and history of the theatrical terms “intermission” and “overture.”
Many children were prepared for their first live performance by exploring
“how to behave in the theater” through fun role-plays illustrating theatergoing “do’s” and “don’ts.”
In the course of an hour, Princeton workshop leaders bonded with
the students of each classroom -- inventiveness, creativity and fun permeated all interactions.

8th graders at JHS 189 act out a theater audition during a workshop on 42nd Street.

Workshops Conducted by Impact Category
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PRINCETON STUDENT VOLUNTEERS
Making it Personal
Central to Princeton’s concept of Arts Alive!, was
enabling Princeton students to contribute their
skills and talents to restoring the New York City
community after September 11th. Princeton students experienced Arts Alive! events alongside the
New York City schoolchildren. Some of these
volunteers deepened their involvement by leading
workshops in New York City schools on various
topics related to performances.

We really hit it big by being very silly and kid-friendly but professional.... I think interacting with a type of student who has had very
different experiences from myself was very valuable. I’ve led lots of
Boy Scout stuff like this before, and it was interesting to see how this
group of city school kids was both very similar to and very different
from the kids that I am used to teaching. The best part about all of
this was teaching something to a group of kids, and just jumping into
this new situation and going for broke. It was great and I’d do it again
in a heartbeat.
-Jason Grover ‘05, Workshop Leader
Working with the children to help them learn about the arts was
challenging, but highly rewarding. Knowing that the workshop helped
broaden their knowledge of culture and will hopefully help rebuild
their community, at least in some small way, I couldn’t have spent my
morning doing anything better.”
-Jeff Vinikoor ‘03, Workshop Leader

“What was really worthwhile about the experience for
me was getting the chance to get out into a New York
school and work directly with the students. I was
especially touched by how respectful and engaging the
group of middle schoolers was in this particular
situation. They were all enthusiastic and excited about
what we had to say.... Seeing this kind of excitement
on the part of the schools made me realize how opportunities like this for people to just get out and have a
good time can make such a difference.”
-Annie Sutula ‘04, Workshop Leader

After visiting the American Museum of Natural
History on January 28th, Erica Shein ‘04 could
not stop talking about the young student she had
spent the day with and befriended.

Princeton student volunteers, including Class of 2004 Logistics Board members
Matt Stack, Cate Lafarge and Laura Winn, gather to celebrate the success of
Arts Alive! before the final event -- The Lion King.

Class of 2002 Volunteers
Sophie Balzora, Caroline Barnard, Jamie Bartholomew, Vijay Bhat, Stacia Birdsall, Amanda Brandes, Emily Bulle, Dana Caragine,
Gloria Chiang, Catherine Christman, Elizabeth Condliffe, Erica Cushenberry, Serina Deen, Laura Eichhorn, Julie Epstein,
Meghan Fehlig, Andrew Fernandez, Ewina Fung, Andrew Funk, Christopher Gerson, Lauren Goldsmith, Elizabeth Greenberg,
Dana Guyer, Elizabeth Hallock, Jane Han, Kathryn Heinz, Laura Heller, Sophia Hollander, Brian James, Cheoma Julien,
Sarah Kahan, Sandra Kamholz, Melanie Laird, Whitney Lamberson, Ryan Lee, Linda Lee, Noa Levanon, Courtney Mills,
Kimberley Morris, Kimberly Palladino, Christine Pecorella, Carol Peebles, Zachary Pincus-Roth, Nicole Quinones,
Celeste Raymond, Tovah Rosen, Kelli Rudolph, Alexandra Shaw, Devin Sidell, Barbara Slote, Jennifer Sodaski, Karen Tang,
Natalia Tucker, Julia Wilmer, Giselle Woo, Dorothy Wu, Kanako Yamaguchi
Class of 2003 Volunteers
Kathryn Benson, David Bradley, Courtney Coleman, Filip Crnogorac, Emily Crozier, Laura Dannen, Smitha Dante,
Jamie Feinberg, Ashley Heise, Wells Jacobson, Jeffrey Kitrosser, Jennifer Labrecque, Rachel Linton, Kristin Long,
James McQuade, Jessica Melore, Megan Milam, Emily Mitchell, Michael Ritter, Anna Soper, Kelly Sortino, Adena Spingarn,
Erin Sullivan, Katherine Thomas, Jeffrey Vinikoor, Matt Wagers, Natalie Walker, Stacy Wang, Jacob Weiss, Matthew Winn,
Yashih Wu, Jennifer Yu
Class of 2004 Volunteers
Jessica Aitken, Minda Arrow, Allison Ball, Sarah Bock, Ashley Boizelle, Elizabeth Brush, Andrea Campbell, Sun-Kyung Cho,
Naomi Chow, Steven Chuang, Laine Clark-Balzan, Tatiana Cordoba, Carla Cue, Susan Debourcy, Onur Erdem, Christine Eun,
Christine Feng, Mayling Ganuza, Rebecca Gillespie, Nicole Golden, Eleanor Harrison, Emily Henkelman, Lauren Holuba,
Wonha Kim, John Kim, Brian Kirschbaum, Kristin Koernig, Jenitta Kwong, Catherine Lafarge, Fan Liang, Sahtiya Logan,
Caitlin Loomis, Paris Makell, Johan Mathew, Christina Mester, Emily Minkow, Maureen Monagle, Kate Mulry, Alanna Phelan,
Lauren Phillips, Cory Picketts, Jacqueline Plunkett, Natalie Ram, Avinash Rao, Kate Reid, Katrina Robinson, Joseph Robinson,
Rosemary Rodriguez, Meredith Root-Bernstein, Kate Schlesinger, Maia Schweizer, Michelle Sharpe, Kristina Sherry,
Nada Siddiqui, Shawn Sindelar, Kavita Singh, Valeria Smith, Alycia Somers, Matthew Stack, Jenna Steinhauer,
Courtney Summers, Anne Sutula, Zhiming Tan, Amy Taylor, Anthony Thuku, Rachael Timinsky, Sarah Tomkins, Lauren Turner,
Melanie Velo-Simpson, Tashaunda Washington, Alison Weingarden, Laura Winn, Caroline Yao, Rebecca Zack
Class of 2005 Volunteers
Mallika Ahluwalia, Jordan Amadio, Jennifer Bennett, Randall Bly, Juan Bonifacino, Meghan Bruce, Meridel Bulle, Stacy Chen,
Stephanie Chen, Sarah Cowherd, James Fribley, Melissa Galvez, Rebeca Gamez, Jason Grover, Mildred Harris,
Elizabeth Kalmbach, Whitney Kalmbach, Julie Kestenman, Jinha Kim, Giwan Kim, Chaya Litvack, Sarah Medrek, Teng Ng,
Jacqueline Perlman, Dusan Perovic, Michael Potter, Margaret Prat, Gowri Rao, Dena Rothstein, Julia Saltz, Corinne Schneider,
Stephanie Scott, Lauren Taney, Daniel Waldman

SUPPORTING THE NYC ARTS COMMUNITY
Ticket Purchases

FINANCIAL BREAKDOWN OF TICKET PURCHASES

Following September 11th, the arts
suffered drastically diminished
audiences. According to Variety,
31 Broadway shows brought in
$22.9 million less throughout the
season than they had the previous
year. Princeton University designed Arts Alive! primarily to
arrange for New York City schoolchildren to have cultural experiences; secondarily, the program
targeted the arts for economic aid,
delivering a total of $346,234.60.

EVENT
Beauty and the Beast
AIDA

Lincoln Center Events
42nd Street
Into the Woods
Oklahoma
Joyce Theater Events
Madison Square Garden Events
Thoroughly Modern Millie
Les Miserables
Phantom of the Opera
The Crucible
The Lion King
Metamorphosis
Proof
Chicago
Mornings at Seven
Complete Works of William
Shakespeare
Rome and Jewels

Museum Events
STOMP
TOTAL

Dollars Spent % of Total

Porgy & Bess, Carmen, American Ballet Theater,
Madama Butterfly, NY Philharmonic,
Jazz for Young People, NYC Ballet

$

67,209.50

19.5%

$

39,826.40

11.5%

$

31,892.50

9.2%

$

31,472.85

9.1%

$

28,697.75

8.3%

$

20,695.10

6.0%

Ballet Tech, Companie Kafig, Streb Go!,
Trinity Irish Dance, Urban Tap

$

17,215.00

5.0%

Ringling Bros. & Barnum and Bailey Circus, Mary J.
Blige Concert (Radio City), Sesame Street Live!

$

17,156.50

5.0%

$

17,099.50

5.0%

$

12,082.50

3.5%

$

11,540.00

3.3%

$

11,280.00

3.2%

$

7,238.00

2.0%

$

6,480.00

1.8%

$

5,390.00

1.6%

$

3,925.00

1.1%

$

3,237.00

1.0%

$

4,060.00

1.0%

$

3,385.00

1.0%

American Museum of Natural History,
Museum of Modern Art, Museum of the Moving Image,
Museum for African Art, Brooklyn Museum of Art
$

3,152.00

1.0%

$

3,200.00

0.9%

$ 346,234.60

100%

Participating Schools
12th Street Academy I.S. 370, Alfred E. Smith PS 1, ALPS P.S. 801, Anna Silver School PS 20, Augustus Saint-Gardens PS 40,
Benjamin Altman School PS 42, Business, Finance, and Entrepreneur MS 385, Carroll Gardens Community School MS 378, Chester
Park PS 62, Chris Galas School P.S. 47, Corlears - JHS #56, Daniel Carter Beard JHS 189, Daniel D. Tompkins PS 69, David Ruggles
JHS 258, Dr. Sun Yat Sen IS 131, Dreyfus, I.S. 49, Edith K. Bergtraum School PS 165, Edwin Markham IS 51, Elizabeth Blackwell
MS 210, Eltingville School P.S. 42, Emanuel Kaplan School PS 229, Fashion Industries HS, Flushing Heights PS 163, Flushing Manor
PS 184, Forest Hills HS , Forest Park School PS 97, Glen Morris School PS 100, Greenwich Village School PS 41, Henrietta Szold PS
134, Hoboken Charter School, Howard Beach School PS 146, Independent School PS 234, John Jay Driscoll School PS 16, John Melser
Charrette School PS 3, John Tyler PS 45, Lacritia Molt School PS 215, Lafayette High School Leadership and Public Service HS 425,
Margaret Emery Elm Park School PS 21, Meyer London PS 2, Midtown West PS 212, Murry Bergtraum HS, Neighborhood School PS
363, Norman Thomas HS, NYC Museum School PS 414, Old South School PS 63, P.S. 104, P.S. 108, P.S. 29, P.S. 6, Parsons JHS 168,
PS 117, PS 173, PS 19 Asher Levy , PS 94 @ 196, PS 96, Queens Valley PS 164, Richmond Town School PS 23, Robert F. Wagner
Middle School MS 167, Robert Goddard School MS 202, Rocco Laurie IS 72, Rockwood Park PS 207, Ronald Edmonds PS 113,
Roosevelt Island School PS 217, Sacred Heart School, Salk School of Science, School of Performing Fine Arts MS 143, Shrewsbury
Borough School, Shuang Wen School PS 184, Stuyvesant HS, Thomas Dooley P.S. 107, Tribeca Learning Center PS 150, Virgil I.
Grissom School MS 226, Wallace Primary School, Weehawken High School, William Harris PS 11, William Leng PS 54, Yung Wing
School PS 124

Report compiled and prepared by Laura Winn and Jordan Katz

